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i have a problem similar to what axelarson just described. i had a problem with
the block size. in the dgn import dialog, i tried to import one of the projects.

there is a message that all the blocks cannot be imported because the file was
too large. but, i haven't been able to find a way to change the blocksize. in the

m3d document, the blocksize is listed in the size properties. but there is
nothing to change it. any advice? your site never seems to work with my pc.

when i try to download 2nd degree, it downloads 1st degree. i know i have the
latest file because it says 2015 on it. i've been trying to download over 60 days
with no luck. what do i need to do to make this program compatible? because i

can not create new dxf files when i am using the dxf import dialog, autocad
map 3d and autocad map 3d 2015 do not work. i have the following messages:
"i can not create new dxf files because i have not enough disk space. i have to

choose the target file and delete a file. i choose the import dialog and i see:
"cannot open the selected dgn file because the file is too large. do not try to

open or export it because the blocks cannot be exported because the file is too
large. can you help me. thank you in advance. i am having problems importing

dxf files. the problem is when i try to open the dgn file it comes up with the
message saying, "the file is too large. the blocks cannot be exported because
the file is too large. do not try to open or export it because the blocks cannot
be exported because the file is too large." i have serious problems importing
autocad files. trying to import one of my shapes, i get the message "the file is

too large. the blocks cannot be exported because the file is too large. do not try
to open or export it because the blocks cannot be exported because the file is

too large". i can try to open the dgn file with acutalc but i have not been
successful i can try to open the dgn files with m3d 2015 but i cannot open any

files exported from earlier versions of the software. i tried to unzip the
compressed file but i get an error message:"unable to unzip the file please let

me know the best way to get back to the software version i was using and i will
get back to you. thank you very much. carls..
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i am trying to install the
latest version of this

product on a windows 10
machine and have been
unable to get it to work. i

need a newer version
and don't want to use the

trial version. i have
registered the product

but when i try to
download the purchase
file it crashes with the

error message:
'application has failed to
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initialize properly. the
application is corrupt and

should be reinstalled.
contact microsoft
customer support
services for help

installing this application.
contact microsoft .' hi i

was wondering if anyone
else is experiencing the
same problem as me. i
am unable to install the

map 3d 2014 for autocad
license because the

installer keep crashing
on me every time i am
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trying to install it. hello. i
am using autocad 2013
and i tried to install this
autocad map 3d 2015. it
has 4 different "clause"s
of autocad map 3d 2015,
but unfortunately, it does
not work and.. i just can't
install. it always throws
an error as the image as
shown in the first line in
the window below. i tried

to make it compatible
with other autocad

software, but it seems
like is not compatible.
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this tutorial is for people
who have installed

autodesk map 3d 2015
on their computer. they
are thinking about trying
to build a project in map
3d 2015 and creating a
pdf file that they can
send to a client who

wants to have a map 3d
pdf file they can look at.
in this tutorial you will
follow a step by step

guide to create a map 3d
pdf file. i have placed all

the videos on the first
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website you click to
watch. i also have placed
the links to the website

on the videos. i have also
provided the command i
used and the outcome i
got. in this tutorial i will

show you how to:- create
a drawing. - open up the
drawing. - add reference

points. - build up the
drawing. - add topology.
- add your vector layers.
- position the hat and link

the hat to the ring. -
make your pdf.
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